The Curve Letter

Instructions:
1. Start at the mid line.
2. Curve left, down to the writing line.
3. Go up to the mid line.
4. Retrace down to the writing line.
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Capital Dive Down and Retrace Letter

Instructions:
1. Start on the top line.
2. Dive down to the writing line.
3. Retrace up to the top line.
4. Curve right, down to the writing line.

D -------------

D -------------

D -------------

Dover -------------

Dayton -------------

Denver -------------

Dorset -------------

Durham -------------

Dawson -------------
Instructions:
1. Start on the top line.
2. Dive down to the mid line.
3. Go left to right.
4. Lift your pencil and go to the top line.
5. Dive down to the writing line.
As you write names on these lines, imagine that the dashed mid line continues.

Andy ------ Andy